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pping expresses doubts in interview
irst presidential candidate says he wants to work at place where his work matters
By Tammie Sloup
Al:imislra!JOO edta

Deanna Mcintyre I Photo editor
l..aR:>ilg, the first presidential carddate to visit Eastern, told about 75 faru'ly merrbers he is first a teacher and a scholar Friday a1aroon in the
Room d the Martin Luther KilQ Jr. University Union. Lapping said, "the lfe d the llliYersity is my lfe; Idepend on that to keep me grot.r.ded."

The li1'1 of lhree presidential candidates 10 \'isil
Eastern for on-campu<> intel'\ic\\s Friday told about 60
studenL-; 1C<1IT1ing about the university is his biggest challenge.
··1 need to enroll in EIU I0 I." said
Marie Lapping, current pro\ O~l and More inside
vice president for academic affairs at Candidate tells
the Univen;ity of Southern Maine.
faculty of his
Ten years ago, he said his plans if he is
"lumger" was a lot different and he selected as
never planned on pursuing a presi- president.
dency of a university, and is still conPage3
templating.
"In the spirit of candor, I'm not
sure I want to be president," he said
F.ascem is a serious place, he said. There are a lot of
lives at stake and be said he is still puzzling it out
'1'm scared; This is big stuff," he said ·1·m oot sure

See LAPP• Page 2

Second candidate, Saigo, interviews today
By Meghan McMahon
Staff writer

Presidential candidate finalist Roy Saigo
created a reputation of being accessible
the university community at Auburn
'versity - Montgomery.
Saigo is the second candidate to visit
and will be on campus for inters today and Tuesday.
ln his current position as chancellor at
burn University
Montgomery,
tgomery, Ala., Saigo has made his

presence known to the faculty. staff and students.
"He takes part in faculty governance, but
he does not control faculty governance,"
said Philip Breeze, AUM's director of university relations.
Saigo previously said he regularly gives
a report to the Faculty Senate on issues that
are important to the university and also has
made himself available to hear comments
and concerns from faculty and students by
attending regular lunches with the university community.

"He's got a program where he routinely
dines with randomly selected students frequently," Breeze said
Saigo also previously said he tries to
have lunch in the university's cafeterias one
or two times a week.
Breeze said Saigo also lets students
know they can come to him if they are having a problem or are concerned with something at the university.
" lf a student warns to talk to (Saigo,)
they don't have any trouble getting in to see
him," he said.

One reason Saigo is so approachable as
an administrator is that he has a good personality, Breeze said. He said Saigo is pleasant, cheerful and witty.
"I enjoy working with the man. l personalJy find him open and approachable,"
Breeze said.
Sa.igo has taken an active role in improving the quality of AUM, Breeze said
He also said the university hac; attempted
to increase the number of residence halls on

See CANDIDATE Page 2

ker knows African-American studies is no joke
By Chuck Burke
Edtor Vl c:tief

Chuck Burke I Staff photographer

is proud of the work he has done in helping rewrite
in the African.American Stucies program.

Grinning broadly and jingling a set of
car keys in his palm. 'Niyi Coker quickly ambles outside Blair Hall and unlocks
the driver-side door of a car that might
or might not be his. As he moves the
seat back to make room for his large
fr.ime before be climbs in, it becomes
apparem it's someone else's car.
He fires up the engine and pulls out
onto Se\'enth Street in search of a new
place to park the car. It belongs to
Cynthia Lehman, a colleague in the
African-American Studies Program.
Coker lers out an almost bellowing
giggle as he secure" a choice spot half a
block away on the cast side of the
Clinical Services Building, completing
the lateM in a series of pranks he and
Lehman have been pulling on each other
in the past few w~k".
Coker is proud of himself for this
one, though. The other jokes to date
haven't gone much further than making
fun of each other's can;. This time he
pilfered her ke)'s. It's the crattJest JOk.e
either of them has pulled, he contend.\,
punctuating the observation with another
cackling laugh. He admires his handiwork.
Meanwhile, back at Blair Hall,
Lelunan is suspicious, realizing her keys

Monday
protile

10 new African-American srudies courses he introduced and pushed through the
Council on Academic Affairs earlier this
year.
He runs his finger down the list of
new "AFR" courses as though they were
a row of trophies.
'1t's been two very exciting years,"
he says.
"We've accomplished a lot We've
been able to rewrite the whole curriculum, which I think is wonderful"
Coker is a great per.;on 10 work for,
says Lehman, who came to Eastern last
fall after securing her doctorate in
African-American studies from Temple
University in Philadelphia the same
program from which Coker graduated in

are missing. She later catches Coker, the
head of the African-American Studies
Program, returning her car to its original
parking space. "He was like, 'Man, it
wasn't supposed to end this way,'"
Lehman recalls.
Has-she gonen him back?
"Not yel," she says with a wry smile.
"I want to let some time elapse. I want
to let him worry."
The energy they put into their practical jokes illustrate.'> the vibrant and
closely knit relationM\ips that help char1991.
acteriLC the African-American Studies
"He's more like my best friend than
Program, and it is indicative of the effon
he
is
a boss or an employer," she says.
they put into their ongoing development
With subject matters ranging from
of the newly overhauled curriculum.
African cinema to the African-American
Now in his third year at Eastern.
identity crisis, !he program is now
Coker has spent much of his time here
geared
more toward preparing students
working to implement a modem set of
for graduate work. Coker stresses the
courses for African-American studies
imponance of graduate school to his stumajors.
dents, he says, because bachelor's
In the African-American studies
degree programs with their sundry genoffice in Blair Hall, a tall walk-in closet
eral-education requirements do not
with windows compared to many other
allow for enough concentration on a
academic offices on campus, Coker
grabs an Eastern course catalog from a _shosen area of study. "You really don't
bookshelf and flips it to lhe dog-eared
page that contains the descriptions of the
See COIEll Page 2
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C::andidate
from Page l

Lo the position he is in," he said.
Saigo previously said he is interested in being Ea.stem's next president because the qualicy of students is
increa-;ing.
"I've studied what is happening
there. Il is an exciting place." Saigo
previously said. "It looks like
(Eastern) is ready to move to the next
level."
He said he is unsure of any
changes he would make at Eastern if
he is named the next president
because he does not know enough
about the campus yet
Saigo previously said there are
some drawbacks to being an administrator.
"When you are an administrator,
you have to make some difficult decisions," he previously said "I don't
take those decisions lightly."
Some of the most troubling decisions Saigo has been faced with as an
administrator are those regarding the
tenure of faculty members. He said it
is a difficult process because it is a
decision that affects people's lives.
AUM'li Faculty Senate chair, sw-

Saigo's schedule
Today
7-8 am. - Breakfast w/ Faculty
Senate and Staff Senate
8:10-9:10 a.m.-Deans & DirectOIS
9:~10:20 am. -Open Session,
primarily k>r staff
10:40-11 :30 am. - Gam,:ius Union
Representatives
11 :45-12:05 p.m. - Press and

44:30 p.m.-Search
6 p.m. - Dinner off~
search committee f'Tl0ITbers

campus. and Saigo has lobbied to
help achieve this.
Tuesday
Saigo bas also become involved
7:30-8:30 am. - Breakfa&
with a project to expand and improve
VPAA Abebe (Worthilgloo Im]
the athletic program to be in full comS:l}-9:15 am. -VPBA
pliance with Title IX, Breez.e said
Main]
Breez.e said Saigo has played an
9:15-9:45 am. -/ldilg
mecia interviews
insnumental role in helping to
Nilsen
and VPSA Hencken [Od
12:10-1 p.m.-Luochw/student
achleve these goals.
10-10:45 am. -Direct
offlws
and
StOOent
Senate
"Anytime you're trying to do anyPresident [Old Main]
1:10-1 :50 p.m. - Open Session,
thing that requires the legislawre or
10:45-11:15am.prinarity for~
the Board of Trustees ... you need to
[Old Main]
2-2:45 p.m. - Depar1ment Chairs
make sure various constituencies
11:15 am. - Search
3:104 p.m. - Open Session, priunderstand rhe why, what and how of
[Old Main]
mariy
for
faruty
what is being done," he said
During Saigo's tenure at AUM, he
has worked hard to make the univerAUM since 1994 and previously Davis and a doctorate in
sity a better place, Breez.e said
setved as provost and vice president plant pathology from
"When he anived, the university
for academic and swdent affairs at University. He also
was seeking new direction, and I
Southeastern Louisiana University; College Management
thought he has brought a little focus
dean of the College of Nawral through Carnegie Mellon U ·
to the university," he said.
Sciences at the University of in Pittsburgh. a press release
Breez.e said AUM is in a unique
Northern Iowa; assistant dean of the
Saigo is the second
e~f growth because the university
School of Arts and Sciences and candidate finalist to visit
is ~iativelY"ne~.\itCfs,iga, U,"vcji~~t,..vi~~~ ·-'.aSSis~t g> the~9(the Schqpl of interviews with the univ ·
helped AUM move in the right direc- for ai:Mi~.alilslnd~~Ai*-ihfSci~-'\Ji!lv~f-"' nmnity. Mmt-1.:.apping was
tion.
cellor for financial and administrative WtSConsin - Eau Claire, a press pus for interviews Fri
''The man is a talented individual, affairs could not be reached for com- release said Saigo holds his bache- Satuntar,W~Dtiildlli
and I think he brings a unique per- menL
lor's degree in biological sciences be on campus for in
Saigo bas served as chancellor at from the Universicy of California - and Tuesday.
spective that not everyone can bring
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Lapping
from Pagel
I want to be president," be said
F.astem is a serious place, be said There are a
lot of lives at stake and he said he is still puzzling

it out
''I'm scared; This is big stuff," he said "I'm not
sure if I can do it and I'm not swe if I'm up to it"
Eastern is a place where people like him come
and change, just as he did, Lapping said This is
why he WOWd like10 work in a place like this.
Lapp~ been the provost at USM foffi\1e'
years having previously setved as founding dean
and professor of the E.dward J. Bloustein School of
Planning and Public Policy at Rutgers, the state
university of New Jersey, a press release said He
has held deanship positions at both Kansas State
University and the Universicy of Guelph (Ontario)
- where he founded the School of Rural Planning
and Development - and faculty posts at the
University of Vennont and the University of
Missouri and at the State of University of New
York - Plattsburgh, among others.
The other two candidates are Roy Hirofumi
Saigo. chancellor of Auburn University Montgomery in Montgomery, Ala and Carol
Diann Surles, president of Texas Woman's
Universicy in Denton, Texas.
Saigo will be on campus today and Tuesday,
and Surles will be at Eastern today and Tuesday for
interviews with the campus community. He bolds
a bachelor's degree (cum laude) from SUNY, New
Paltz; a certificate in Regional Economics and
Public Policy from MIT; and his doctorate from
Emory University's Instiwte of the Liberal Arts.
He also has a certificate in educational management from Harvard University, a press release said.
Lapping said he chose Eastern because it is a
successful universicy and he wants to work ac a university that matters and a place that be will matter

at.

Swdent involvement at Eastern is ideal, he said

Students must keep demonstrating their involvement because nationally, there is fewer and fewer
participation and involvement everywhere.
Lapping said in our country, people have the
idea of '1et someone else do it"
Students also must be participating in school as
well as outside activities and he suggested advisory councils for different fields of swdy, such as
bus~ and art. Visibility on campus is very
important to Lapping, and he said a president needs
to be a person who personifies and attributes to the
~ oflhe dUtlpUS.
- ~m nb §lOiikioi violet," he said "Sometimes
I'm in your face. You have to get over it, get used
to it ...You need to know who I am and I need to
know who you are."
"Big enough to matter, small enough to care" is
Eastem's motto and Lapping said the current
enrollment at the university may be just right,
maybe even "precious," and he is not going to
come here and say the enrollment should be
pushed up to 20,000.
"Don't expect me to come here and change this
place into something it's not," he said
He said he suspects students can be their own
person at Eastern.
"One drawback of a small school is everybody
knows you," he said.
Lapping said be sees himself being a "cheerleader" for the university, meaning he would Jet the
public know about Eastern.
' , '' ' .,
A univer,¥ty w~ a limitaj p'!Ciget'is not.ne.w to
Lapping. He said he has never been to a place that
had a penny extra and has worked through it by
being frugal and being an "innovative entrepreneur'' of things.
''You don't have it tough here," he said. "We
(USM) haven't bad any new dollars in l 0 years."
As current provost at USM, Lapping said he
works very closely with implementing the core
cuniculum at USM.

"I'm pretty hands on," he said '1fl'm
ried about the core ... I've blown it"
Lapping said he is an advocate for
programs and he continues to write to be a
for the faculty.
While provost, he bas continued to
semester, conduct resean:h and write and
a melllbtt of several state conunissiom
groups, a press release said Some of
works include: the "Journal of the
Planning Association," "Tourism and
Fuwre: Toward Economic, .Eo ·
Community Sustainability" and "
Korgbaridus~ Aretlgtt' f'rob~!lt •• uia.
Committees at UsM' examlliing and

with the core cannot move forward with
unless he is involved, Lapping said
"I am deeply convinced ... the core
ter," he said
"My responsibilities are to make sum
riculum works and you have the skills to
ward."
USM has a policy that students must
their core courses before they have
credit hours. If they don't.. they cannot
ward," he said.
If this requirement would be ·
Eastern, it would have to be done so
and phased in gradually, he said.
"Part of it is figuring out what is
lt is possible to phase in this
because of the quality of the factilrylll
.~ .. ,f,aq.ilt)" lrleri\beri h~ ~ res
bringing issues fotWllrd and generating'
'"This is why cuniculum is al
process of revision," he said
One ''phenomenal" aspectofE&tem
are taught mostly by faculty and not
tants, he said.
Lapping said there is no doubt in his
is a stronger undergraduate education
than there is at the Universicy of
Champaign.

would win the Nobel Prize for literature in 1986.
Chicago State and the University of
He moved on to earn his doctorate in 1991 in
Chicago both have departments. 'WI
By e-mail:
African-American drama at Temple, where he
also bas a department.. but it offers
from Pagel
studied with Oscar-winning actor F. Murray
not a major. Students who have
Editor in chief Chuck Burke
cucebOpen.eiu.edu
Abraham (1984's "Amadeus'') and Puliti.er
these other schools, Coker says, have
Managing editor Chad Merda
Prize-winning playwright Charles Fuller ("A
infonn bfm that Eastem's cunicullllll
specialize until you get to grad school," Coker
cuccm1 Open.elu.edu
Soldier's
Story'').
outshines
the others."
says.
News editor Deana Poole
1be first-ever graduate of Temple's doctorate
Feeling obligated to foster further swdy of
Competition. however, is less ofa
cu<inp20pen.elu.edu
program in African-American swdies, which is
African-American culwre, Coker found a natural Coker than the simple promotion of
Associate news editor Justin Kmitch
the first of its kind in the world, Coker speaks
place as a teacher. He took theater faculty posiAmerican studies as a valid acmnic
cujk80pen.elu.edu
from experience. Graduate work allows students
tions in New Jersey and Colorado before moving tion. 1be degrees are not popular. be
Editorial page editor Heather Cygan
to undertake in-depth research on specialized
on to the University of Wyoming, where he was
"People look ac it in suspicion.
cuhlc20pen.elu.edu
topics
in
ways
few
have
done
before,
especially
hired
to
conceive
and
develop
an
Africanintimidated
by it 1bey're worried
Sports editor Matt Wilson
in a field as young as African-American swdies.
American swdies program.
doing a lot of this 'kill white people'
cumgw1 Open.eiu.edu
The son of a Nigerian ambassador, Coker
Coker got the Wyoming program running and gram. And that's far from the truth."
Verge editor Jaime Hodge
traveled to more countries while he was growing operational for a couple years before moving in
African-American swdies is not a
cujmh190pen.eiu.edu
up than he can recall, but he spent the majority of August of 1996 to Eastern, where the climate is a academic study, he says. High school
Photo editor Deanna Mcintyre
cudsm20 pen.eiu.edU
his time between London and his home country
better and the geography is. not so isolated.
don't really know what students can
in
western
Africa.
In
1983
he
earned
his
bacheCoker
says
he
and
his
colleagues
feel
confisuch
a degree. "It's a study of a
Online editor Joe Zukowski
cujjz1Open.eiu.edu
not just in the Unit~ S~tes." ~
tor's degree in theater. ha~ing worked with writer dent about the academic strength ofEastem's
and prornineot academic Wole Soyinka. who
Afncan-Amencan Swdies ?£ogram compared to
study of a people b1ologically•
.:
s~i:
"1 b'X:G:l tog ;n~~M ,,q3 :>:>s s Wr bachelor's dcgCCf p~~-"'-:."' ·.~~~ __ ~·-- ___ . __
I•• a•OA••wuw-••• • !9 1t •••~• ~1'-• -..:e • S t A~ ;i';A. _,,,.,A_.'fj....... ~,. -.•.•... • .•~iil":a••a-;;_.-.,1...,1.1,.;._".._• ' ._ ••• • 41 ,,,.• ... ..;t.1'.,Z=:i:•.....-...1..
~~:S-.?°;..."

Coker

il
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apping tells faculty he's a 'working scholar'
By Tammie Sloup
Administration editor

Marie Lapping, the first presidential candito visit Eastern, Friday told about 75 facmembers he is first a teacher and a schol1 try to do it all," he said "No one on camwill deny me the right to see myself as a
member."
He continues to teach classes at the
ity of Southern Maine, where be is the
t provost and vice president for academllfairs, and said be would like to continue
.

al Eastern.

"lbe life of the university is my life," be
"I depend oo that to keep me grounded."
Lapping said be is a ''wcrking scholar" and
· doesn't fit the people at F.astan's needs,
iacls IO find this out immediatdy.
He said he is continuing to learn about the
and is "ambivalent" about becool-

•n·ty

lbe prcsidcnl

"I'm growing ever more concerned about
people moving into academic administration
who moved from academics long ago," he
said.
If he is chosen to be president. he said he
probably would start in the summer but hopes
lo make visits to Eastern in the spring. He said
he would like to sit in on any major discussions that may take place during that time.
Informing the public about the success of
Eastern is necessary, he said If be is named, be
said be would ask to have any public service
documented and it can be a "bell of an attribution."
"You have to go with a message and keep
on keeping with the ~" he said
As successful as F.aslan is, it is still underfunded to its peer universities. He said F.astan
is not ae. important than Wesrati Dlinois
University and questioned why Westeia bu
$10 millioo more than F.utem.
"Equity is relevant to the output and quality (of F.astan)," he said. '"Because we deserve

it' is not a valid reason anymore for universi- acces.-;ible to students as he would like to be,
ties to ask for money."
but be enjoys walking around USM's campus
Lapping said he was personally involved and "popping" in for lunches with students.
with fund raising in the past and the important
"I care passionately about student's acadething to remember is to name everything after mic growth," he said "I like kids. The toughdonors. He said he noticed buildings at Eastern est thing was to see my kids grow up."
with general names such as the Science
Lapping said be prefers e-mail to phone
Building, and it is necessary to name anything calls because it's "better than playing phone
after someone who bas given money to the tag." He said he spends the first hour of bis day
university.
sorting through and responding to e-mails.
''If you have the money, you should be able
Lapping also discussed what be thought
to have a urinal named after you if you want were differences between ~base budgeting
it," be said
·and strategic planning.
It is also necessary for communities to be
Zero-base budgeting may be a ~ mechprepared to spend money to make money, be anism and helps people benchmark. bul be is a
said. But tbc:re are .,ocs of ways to skin cals." "sualegic (planning) opportunist,'' he said.
He said he had little direct COOlaCt with
"I Jove the plmning more than the plm." he
fund raising at USM because the presideol said.
usually took 00 the rapc•w'bility.
With 5Cnlegic planning. he said he likes
"I provided the stuff that goes 'wt of the having a sense of where the plan is going.
mouth (of the president),'' he said. "I sort of
A limitalioo Lapping said he has seen with
mm being the outside person."
Stl'alegic planning is when people get caught
As provost, be said be is not nearly as up in a project, it becomes "the Holy Grail."

arm weather draws holiday crowd to Square
''
I

Its been a very festive and
fun-filled evening. I only
wish this many people
would visit the Square every
weekend.

Charleston residents were in
holiday spirit Saturday despite
warm weather during
·stmas in the Heart of Charo."
The 60 degree weather drew an
• Yvette Paddock,
helming crowd to the annuowner of Peas and Os
Christmas festivities, featuring a
ChHdren's Speciality Shoppe
. music and of course. Santa
s as co-hosts from WCIA TV
n Reese, Susan Bamert and
tt McGee introduced events
disorders and sciences major. "It
perfonners.
puts you in the spirit for the holi~e~ have to be .1.~ people days."
• aid The~e~d.-~- "' • Six-ylcar-old Thomas Schniers•
. of lhe C~stmas Committee. of Charleston, said tie was looking
ch orgaruzes ~e. e~~?t. forward to hearing the Jefferson
pl~ ~m to be enJoymg it.
School's fifth and sixth grade
Fanultes gathered to see the classes sing Christmas carols in
de o~ characters including the parade.
py, gmgerbread me~, toy sol..I'm gonna watch my sister
, horse-drawn c.amages and sing," he said.
Charleston High School
Local business owners also said
bing Band
.
they bad fun with the event.
'1bey work on this for a year,
"Its been a very festive and funthey do a superb job." said filled evening," said Yvette
. nlee Spencer, owner of local Paddock, owner of Peas and Qs
ss Goods From the W~. Children's Specialty Shoppe on
need to have more stuff like the Square. "I only wish this many
people would visit the Square
Participants in period clothing every weekend."
the Lincoln Log cabin, local
The children attending the
Scout troops, members of the parade said they were enjoying the
VFW chapter and Miss Coles festivities as well.
ty also were in the parade.
"It's a very festive celebration;"
The grand finale of the parade said Willow Spencer, a 9-year-old
the entrance of Mr. and Mrs. Charleston resident.
Claus in a horse-drawn carThe EIU Ribbon Dancers, consisting of an EIU Physical
"I like this," said Jessica Education class, performed line
rts, senior communication dances aided by holiday ribbons to

_____ ,,

'

Deanna Mcintyre I Photo editor
Santa and Mrs. Claus wave to children from a horse drawn carriage while on the square Saturday evening during the
"Christmas in the Heart of Charleston.• The 60 degree weather drew an overwhelming crowd to the annual Christmas fes.
tivities, featuring a parade, music and of course, Santa Claus.
Free refreshments were supholiday favorites like Frosty the full Christmas regalia.
Snowman.
"I like the courthouse 'cause plied, along with free perforA line formed for as free car- it's all lit up," said Betsy Hood, a mances from the Central Illinois
Stage Company in a space previriage rides started around the 9-year-old Charleston resident.
square.
After most of the perfor- ously occupied by Pooh Station on
"I like the carriage rides 'cause mances, people gathered in local the north side of the square.
Wmners were announced for
the horses go fast." said 4-year-old businesses to generally eat. drink
Tibet Spencer.
and be merry or browse the busi- the gingerbread house contest in
Many in attendance said they nesses that stayed open late for the family and children 13 and under
divisions.
enjoyed the decorated Square in festivities.
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Diversity
is education
he three finalists for Eastern's presidential candidates position reflect an important part of our society's advancement:
diversity.
·
These candidates combined represent both
sexes and various ethnic backgrounds, which can
potentially aid in the development of knowledge
about other cultures within Eastem's community.
In the last presidential search, diversity was also
prevalent In August of 1992, the final four presidential candidates consisted of two caucasian men
and two women of different ethnic backgrounds.
The current three selected candidates include
Carol Diann Surles,
president of Texas
Candidate diversity
University in
Women's
It is great to see such diVtlrsity
amongst the three final presiDenton, Texas; Mark
dential candidates. Although,
Lapping, provost and
the most important factor is that
vice president for acadour new leader be open to
emic affairs at the
change and assimilation.
University of Southern
Maine, and Roy Hirofumi Saigo, chancellor of
• Auburn University in Montgomery, Ala.
H Surles or Saigo is named president, it will
mark the first time that a female or a person of a
non-caucasian descent had led the university in
this capacity.
Diversity in leadership might open doors at
Eastern to discover new traditions. The university
may find itself in unknown territory, which could
potentially add to the education of the entire community.
Not only could this be an important asset, it
might also serve as encouragement to entice more
students of varied ethnic descents to attend
Eastern in the near future.
Eastern in the past has struggled with recruiting
students of varied cultures. In future years and
semesters, Eastern may now reach its goals of a
more diverse enrollment.
Whether or not a female or non-caucasian candidate takes the seat, it is most pertinent that the
new president be open to diversity. Diversity
should be a tool for Eastern to expand the minds
and customs of its students, faculty and staff.

T

• The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

Today's quote
Diversity of opinion within the framework
of loyalty to our free society is not only basic
to a university but to the entire nation.
Omar Bradley,
American general, 1893-1981

was killing time a couple
weeks ago at a bar waiting
for the bartender to finish
pouring a Guinness for me
(which takes a couple minutes if
it's done right) when l acquainted myself wirh a young woman
sitting next to me.
Set on the bar in front of her
Chuck Burke
was a small, curious-looking
Editor in chief
brown thlllg about the size of a
decent bunito. It was made out
a knit cloth, and it turned out to
be her purse. So I asked her what she kept in it that she
couldn't store in her pocket or just carry in her hand.
My drink was still being poured, so she humored me,
producing a wallet, a Tootsie Roll, some Jolly Ranchers and
a little bit of garbage. I could have been a serial killer, an
escaped convict, a credit<ard thief or any number of scary
things, but there she was spreading little bits of her life
across the bar for me. I got a lemon Jolly Rancher out of the
deal, too.
I'm pretty sure my mass-murdering tendencies are 100
percent suppressed, if they exist at all. But had she not been
a college student in a comfortable environment, rhe conversation likely would not have gone nearly as far as it did, and
I probably would have been kicked in rhe crotch before
being allowed co see the contents of her purse.
There's a certain degree of trust that cannot be found
anywhere else in communities of college students like we
have in Charleston. It's not one of those things you really
notice until you go home for a weekend and find yourself
outnumbered by people in their 30s and 40s when you go to
Burger King.
In college towns, the places we go tend to employ our
fellow college students, and our exposure to local commerce
almost always involves people between the ages of 18 and
23. We deliver pizza to one another, pour one another drinks
at the bars and even keep the salad bars filled for one anoth-

er at food service.
Unless it's a Sunday morning
at Hardee's, the only people
older than us whom we see on a
«People seem
basis are professor.; and
to let their guards regular
building service workers- and
down a little bit
maybe bar owners.
It's our own little society, and
among their peers
we won't experience anything
in college towns~> like it again after graduating.
People are more on edge in the
"real world." They're not as open
to meeting new people as we IR
on this campus and at the establishments we patronize.
People seem to Jet their guards down a little bit among
their peers in college towns. We• re surrounded by our own.
All of these people have probably done their time eating
dorm food and suffering through lapses of imagination
before they got their fake IDs and finally "had something IO
do." Many of them have had to stay awake for 68 hours
straight during midterms, and not too few have gotten a little too enthusiastic about 4 o'clock club and have ended up
passing out before dusk. In a sense, we've bonded.
On one hand, this sense of trust is frightening because it
doesn't do much to keep us from getting mugged or raped.
On the other hand, it opens up the potential for a typically
friendly atmosphere and fosters an inclination to give
the benefit of the doubt
Never again will most of us meet people in the wa'&,w;
have or maintain as many acquaintances as we fiave in utls
college town. It's a risky way of life that might leave up
paranoia-stricken if we were to encounter it again after letting the values and stigmas of the real world penetrate our
psyches after graduation. But it's worth enjoying it while
we're here.
• Chuck Burke is a senior journalism major and a weekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
cuceb@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
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lying is unacceptable
action of Bill Clinton
I am writing in response to Richard
Howell's article in order to defend a fellow conservative. All right, first I would
like to ask chis brilliant political science
major, who because of his major is obviously smarter than the rest of the student
body on political issues, why be feels
lying is an acceptable action of the president He questioned, "Lied to the people? Who hasn't'?'' Who hasn't? So just
because presidents in the past have lied
means chat it is OK? That's ridiculous. If
everyone agrees with this the future of
our nation is in serious trouble.
Next. it is hard to believe that a
Democrat is suggesting that the news
media actually is against Clinton.
Howell states in his article that ..maybe
it's (Bomer) who is taken by the
media" Unbelievable! All that's on the
news are liberal perspectives. It is systematically jammed down America's

Your
turn
Letters to the editor
throat by famous, wealthy, popular
newscasters, writers and celebrities.
When I turn on the news hoping to see
a neutral, unbiased report on current
events, all I see are Clinton's fellow
Democrats defending him while the liberal newscaster stands by and agrees
with them. I think Howell could afford
to be a little more compassionate considering this nationwide bias.
finally, he referred to a future
response by Bomer as "petty and typi~
cal of (his) ideology." Trust me, Dick,
political mudslinging is not a concept
invented and exclusively used by the
Republican Party. A political science
major should know that.

Karl J. Stroscbe
sophomore German and history major

'.

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News
letters to the editor addressing
state, national and international
issues.
Letters will be accepted f~
cation this semester until Dec.
letter is received after that dale
be published spring semester.
They should be less than
words and include the author's
telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their
school and major. Facuhy,
tion and staff should indicate
position and department. l.ettelS
whose authors cannot be verified
not be printed.
Depending on space cons
we may have to edit your leucr,
keep it as concise as possible.
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anther Express prowling campus succe~sfully
By Joe Sanner

really busy. I'm gucs.,mg when it
gel<; colder. the days will be busier
than the night •
p1te the unusuall) wann
At about 3 p m. Fnday. Hamson
r the lirst few days the a ked the three pas engers riding
r Express ha' been in opcm- the shuttle service where they
11 ha' been u ed by students v.ould like to go.
often. running into only one
·•so where ya headed'>" he
lbu~ far.
asked.
ttle bus driver Chris
The three girls answered "Walsaid the number of stu- .Mart," and that's where Harrison
who ride the bus during the took them, only glancing at each
·es. but tarting at about 4 or de ignated stop a.-, he drove by.
, it gets really busy.
He said the only problem he has
's not real busy right now seen with the shuttle service so far
of the weather."' Harrison is its lack of bus ~top signs. He said
"When it gets cold it will get the Panther Express would have run
Student government edrtor

much mo1e efficiently if 1t wru; problems: U1e lack of signs. nod the
11M1tutcd after 1gns were up to des- route itself.
ignate the route.
Girten aid the shuttle was
"h·s hard to judge who wants a stranded below the Manin Luther
nde or not," 1larrison said. "This King Jr. lJ111vcrs11y Umon walkway
will he a lot smoother deal as soon for two hours last week because it
as the) get the bus stops up.''
was hlocked m hy a UPS van. She
Harrison said until sign~ are ".iid some changes may sull need to
posted, students should flag the dri- be made to the route.
ver down if they Y.ant a rillc.
"I don·t think there h.1ve been
"I think the bus i., going to serve crowds of people waiting nt all the
a great purpose, especially for :.tu- stop ... she said. 'There':. been a
problem with dri\ers not stopping
dents living off campus," he said.
Melissa Ginen. a Student Senate at stops just because students are
member who played a key role in not there. I would like to 'cc them
bringing the ervice to Eastern, said stop whether there are students
~he has been informed of ju!'lt two
there or not."

Students ndmg the Panther
Express for the first time l·riday
afternoon aid U1e shuttle SCI'\ ice
will be a great asset to all students.
"I think it's a great idea, especiall} for people Vtho don't ha\e
cars here." said Jillian Kem. a
freshman speech communication
miuor.
Tiffany Lewis. a freshman political ..,ciencc major, said it b nice to
have a shuttle bu<> that will take studc111 ... to do their shopping.
"This is my first time riding it.
It's convenient.'' she said. "I think
we need it a' far a.' tran!>portation to
Wal-Mart and other places.''

670 students set for graduation
By Amy Thon
Campus editor

By Brooke Tidball
Staff Writer

eston Jaw enforcement officials have joined a
wide program to reduce automobile-related
and fatalities during the holidays.
uckle Up Charleston," which is being held in conwith "Buckle Up America," begins today and

co~~~~~~
:!;~es~:~~SCharleston Police
ent will strengthen enforcement of seat belt and
0

0

About 670 students Saturday will
participate in tlle December graduation ceremonies.
The ceremonies will be held at IO
a.m. and 2 p.m. in Lantz Gymnasium.
At tlle 10 a.m. ceremony, all graduate
students along with tlle Lumpkin
College of Business and Applied
Sciences and the College of Arts and

•
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Monda.Y Pinner 5oec!al
...,-.,""4 Chicken, choice of l

Monday N ight Football
(on 3 Big Screens)
We now have
Golden Tee '98
Tournament Edition.

sides,

& salad_.$6.50
Chicken Pizza or Taco Plz:z:a._$7.95

Exoress Lunch Menu

Comp«e Nationally! Win Prizes!

Open Sundaya 11 em - 11 pm

ONIGHT
e JOHN KOSTAL
UINTET
FREE JAZZ SHOW.!
starts at l O:OOpm
100 PINTS
Leinie U MGD
TUESDAY IS
HOTWING NIGHT!
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had 98.377 votes and John Metz, who
didn't campaign. 15,028. Leedham, chief
of the union's warehouse division, conceded defeat on Saturday.
A federal officer wa'i overseeing the
procedure under a deal struck with the
Justice Department a'dccadc'agb'(O hCt):S J
loosen the grip of organized crime.
Labor Secretary Alexis Hennan, on
CBS's "Face the Nation," offered Hoffa
her congratulations. "He has said that he
wants to pursue a goal of fiscal integrity,
of organizing rank and file. We
support him in that, and I look forward to
working with him," Hennan said.
Hoffa critics have warned he would
restore the old Teamsters establishment to
power, inviting the return of corruption,
but Hoffa insisted: 'rrbe mob killed my
father. They are never going to come back
in this union. I will see to that"
He said his critics were "linked to the
most corrupt Ron Carey administration
we've ever seen. 1llal really tells you
where they're coming from."
The 1.4-million-member Teamsters

~:..:r

I

'/ '
have seen their membersrup decline in
recent years and top leaders end up in
legal trouble.
Incumbent Carey won election under
government scrutiny in 1991 and was narrow1y re~lected iR • 19% • over Hoffa.
'afeyWM later oU.\tcU attet1nve.,tigafois ·
found that his campaign benefited from
an illegal fund-raising scheme.
"This union's been through a civil
war," Carey said...We've got to pull it
together, we've got to restore the financial
integrity of this union." He said he would
work to balance the union's budget without raising dues.
Carey said it would be a "challenge"
getting along with AFL-CIO president
John Sweeney, who was close to Carey
and has been a strong supponer of the
Democratic Party. Hoffa said his union,
which until Carey's administration traditionally tilted toward the Republicans,
would try to be bipartisan.
"I think the AA...-CIO is realizing the
mistake they made by being tied to one
party or tlle other," he said.

1
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FOR ONLY

: HOLIDAY PLEASER\er:
I
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I ./ lWO 14• PIZZAS (Thin Crustf I

./ ORDER OF 5 BREADSTICKS
w/ 3 oz. sauc e
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~t.

1959

.
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Charleston
909 18th Street
348-7515

GREAT FOR ANY SIZE GROUP • •
(i. ..._I

I
w/one topping*
I
I ./ FAMILY GARDEN SAlAD
w/ 10 oz. dressing

ALL FOR JUST

$1995
Valid on Pick Up thru 119199

Valid on Pick Up thru 119199

·e
I
I

""'..._-i~tf I

I

I ./ 14" Thin Crust w/one topping*
I ./ Family Salad w/ 10 oz. dressing
I ./ 2- Lite r of~ soft drink

turn to serve you!
Hope you had
a good one.

Cap~ and gowns can be picked up
from W a.m. to 5 p.m. Thursday and
Friday in the Effingham Room of the
Martin LutHer King Jr. University
Union. The caps and gowns can also
be picked up at 8 a.m. Saturday in the
Field House.
Students l)eed to be in tlle Field
House one hour prior to tlle ceremony.
More than 1,000 students are eligible
for December graduation.

...........~. . . . .~...~

345-7849
Drink Specials
$3.SO Baltimore Zoo's (Best In Town)
$1 .25 12 o z D omestic D rafts
Try our Soup & Sandwich
$2.25 Rall
ol lhe day S3.50
$1 .50 Longnecks
Monda>' Lunch Sgec.ial
$2.25 Bacardi Spice Mixers
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Hall.

ah d
Ho11a promises etter avs ea
££.

passenger safety laws during the weeks before
WASHINGTON (AP) - Teamsters
. They will also distribute flyers describing the
president-elect James P. Hoffa promised
of not buckling up.
Sunday to guide the union back to the
though law enforcement officials are not allowed
glory days it enjoyed under his father
1people over for not wearing their seat bells, they
three decades ago but without the mob
155ue seat belt tickets co people pulle~ o~er fpr other 1 ties tl:iat were the.. undoing of Jimmy
. Cunningham said fines and court rosti. for a / Hoffa. '
"' ...
belt violation are $75.
'The 57-ycar-old Detroit labor lawyer.
ording to surveys conducted by the Charleston
who appeared on NBC's "Meet the
Department, 58 percent of Charleston residents
Press," also said the future Teamsters will
their seat belts. This is 10 percent below the
be more aggressive in negotiating conaverage of 68 percent.
tracts. "We're going to see a new militanident Clinton has set a goal of achieving 90 percy of the Teamsters in our negotiations,"
nationwide seat belt usage by the year 2005 through
he said.
implementation of programs such as "Buckle Up
'The union reached the pinnacle of its
· a:·
power under Jimmy Hoffa in the 1960s.
reasing the seat belt usage rate from 68 percent to
but both he and the union were tainted by
percent would reduce child fatalities by 25 percent,
charges of ties to organiz.ed crime. Hoffa
an estimated 5,536 lives and prevent 132,670 disappeared in 1975, possibly the victim
· per year, according to a press release from the
of mob violence.
ton Police Department.
"We were the strongest., richest union
·ngham said that he is optimistic about "Buckle
in the free world," the younger Hoffa said
Charleston."
Sunday. "We want to get back to that"
think that if you remind people (about the dangers
Teamsters election headquarters said
aot buckling up). y
~ ~e good,"
tllat with 396 of 541 locals reporting,
· gham said.
1....... /
Hoffa had 36,325 votes, 1i leffiham

l'lncbet' Oub w/ chlps ....$4.50

Humanities will graduate. The 2 p.m.
ceremony will graduate students from
the College of Education and
Professional Studies, Ule College of
Sciences and the College of Adult and
Continuing Education. The Board of
Trustees degrees will also be given
out at tlle 2 p.m. ceremony.
Graduates can pick up tickets from
8 a.m. to noon and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
today through Friday in the
Commencement Office in 107 Blair

Charleston
909 18th Street
348-7515

I

•toppings do not include extra cheese or premium blend
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Unrivaled service
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Solid, long-term performance

in

\Ve seek out long-tt•rm opportunities that other companies.
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uut more, visit our \\'ch sitt•
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Ensuring the future
for those who shape it:·"

.ii

·ww"\\.tiaa-cref.org 01 1.·,ill us

I 888 219-8310.

TIAA-CREF consultants will be
on campus soon. For dates and
times, please call TIAA- CP~F at
I 800 842-2005 and ask for
the appointment desk.
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acuity Senate _to discuss admissions
By Meghan McMahon
Staff writer

Ument manage) is managing the
r of students cominto the university transfers and fresh-

,,

Bonnie llWin,
Faculty Senate vice chair

_ ____

The Faculty Senate Tuesday
will hear a report on bow admissions standards are established for
incoming Eastern students.
The Faculty Senate will meet at
2 p.m. in the BOO Room of Booth
Library.
Lou Hencken, vice president for
student affairs, and Frank
Hohengarten, dean of enrollment
management, will present a report

to the senate on enrollment management.
"(Enrollment management) is
controlling the number of students
we admit (to Eastern) and bow we
do that," said Bonnie Irwin,
Faculty Senate vice chair. 'The
Faculty Senate wants to know how
it's done."
Irwin said Hencken and
Hohengarten will disc~ how admissions standards are set for incoming
students. "(F.nrollment management)
is managing the number of students

coming into the university - both
transfers and freshmen," she said.
Many universities have a problem getting enough students to
attend their university, but Eastern
does not, Irwin said.
Irwin said there may be reports
from subcommittees after the presentation on enrollment management, depending on how much
time remains for the meeting.
The presidential candidate finalists may also be discussed at the
senate's meeting, Irwin said.

DOMESTI
BOTTLES

:1

Pearl Harbor remembered
By Jeffrey Price
Staff wmer

Rave you ever imagined
11 \\Ould be like if you
Santa Claus?
Well you don't have to
anymore.
University Housing and
g Services will sponsor a
us toy drive starting
and running through
y.
drop boxes for the toys
be located at the front
of each residence ball.
The toy drive will be coorby Cannan Hall resiassistant Ed
Iberger.
Betzelberger will take the
accumulated from the toy
to the Salvation Army
Salurday morning.
"One of the reasons I
to do this was because
in the Marine Corp. for
years. and the Marine
. and the Salvation Army
to always do Toys for
" Betzelberger said.

HONOLULU (AP) - The "Cattered patche.., of brown-black puffs
against the sparkling blue morning
sky should have been an indication
that something was wrong that
Sunday morning.
But., as a 6-year-old, I was more
~er to get in -a full day of "peewee.. - a grune using different length'
of an old broomstick - not knowing
the enonnity of e\ents taking place 8
mil~away.

The laughter and cajoling, however, came to an abrupt end when
all the kids' parents came out and literally marched us home.
That night, I remember my father
telling the family not to tum

on any house lights. The winter season was here so darkness fell
early. It was eerie; the entire neighborhood was pitch black.
As we went to bed, my father
placed the radio under a table draped
with a sheet so there would be no visible light outside.
That's when it struck me that
something was seriowJy wrong.
That's the most vivid memory I
have of Dec. 7. 1941 - "a date
which will live in infamy," as
President Franklin D. Roosevelt
would say.
That morning, at Pearl Harbor and
other military facilities on Oahu, the
Japanese launched a surprise attack

that plunged the United States into
World War II.
War was not in my vocabulary
then.
I learned quickly. however. that it
disrupted what we nonnally took for
granted.
The next day being Monday, we
were told there would be no school
for students at Lunalilo Elementary.
There was good reason: a c;hell had
landed on the main two-stcxy building
and burned down the second level.
We stayed home for two weeks.
Everyone was concerned about additional attacks. On occasion, an
air-raid siren went off, sending us
scurrying to a shelter.

Heating oil pumped into home
Delivery man mistakes basement for storage tank
TACOMA, Wash. (AP) _ Steve
and Christy Banie had plenty of
home heating oil pumped into their
basement. Trouble was: they long
ago converted to natural gas.
Instead of pumping 250 gallons
of fuel oil into a neighbor's storage
tank, a delivery man poured it into
the Barries' basement
"When I saw the oil delivery guy
at my house, I was shocked,"
said Christy Barrie. "When I went
into my house. the whole basement
was covered with red oil."

The oil ended up 8 inches deep in
the Barries· basement, ruining
children's toys, a computer, photographs and other belongings.
The oil supplier, Star Ice & Fuel
Co.. is helping with the cleanup and
president Richard Reisinger said the
company is accepting the liability.
Reisinger wouldn't identify the
delivery man, but said he was
likely fooled by the presence of an
old fuel spout remaining on the side
of the Barrie's home.
For now, the Barries and their

It Pays to Advertise in the
Daily Eas tern N ews!

Is smarty pants
leaving you behind?

two young children are staying with
relatives. The fuel smell ha-;n'l abated despite professional cleaning, and
"there's no telling how long it will
take to go away," Steve Barrie said.
The state Ecology Department is
fining Star $1.000 for not notifying
it of the spill, and for unlawfully discharging oil into state water. since
the oil seeped into the city sewer
system.
Adding to the family's woes:
Steve Barrie was laid off Friday
from the Boeing Co.
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Tell him or her how much
you'll miss them with a
Graduation Personal
in the Daily Eastern News! ;
Personals will appear
Monday, December 14.
Deadline is 4:30 pm Dec 11 ~
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Renf

Advertising Reps needed at the
Daily Eastern News. Must be
motivated and interested in
sales. Apply at 1802 Buzzard.
-------~12114
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED.
RGIS INVENTORY SPECIALISTS OPENINGS FOR PER·
MANENT PART TIME POSI·
TIONS. PRIVATE TRANS·
PORTATION REQUIRED. We
offer: Paid training, start at
$9.00/hr.. daytime, evening and
weekend hours, anytime hours,
local teams in your area, medi·
cal benefits, advancement
opportunities, 20+ hours possible. For an interview please
call: (630) 434-0398 or (800)
390-3371. Equal Opportunity
Employer.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111

Volunteers
needed
for
HIV/AIDS
&
Sexual
Responsibility Awareness
Campaign
Planning
Committee. Meetings are held
in the Casey Room at 5:00 p.m.
on Thursdays. Any questions
call
Sarah
at_
581-7746.
__
__
_ _ _ _ 1219

Delivery person wanted part
lime, apply 1n person after 4
pm., Pagl1ai's Pizza, 1600
Lincoln. Charleston.
12110
Need caring individuals to work
midnight-8 shift Friday &
Saturday in group home setting. Add'I hours if desired.
Apply at 1701 18th St.
Charleston.

LARGE 3 BEDROOM FUR·
NISHED APTS. FOR LEASE
EITHER WINTER OR SPRING
SEMESTERS. CALL 345-3664
AFTER 4:00 P.M.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Close to Campus, Nice 1 BR
Apartment, Available Dec.
Negotiable Terms.
Heat,
Water, Trash, Coin Laundry,
Incl. 246-2121.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Now renting for Fall of 1999. 1,
2, & 3 bedroom apts. Great
Location.
345-2516.
_________
1217

One bedroom apartment on the
square. Carpeted, central air,
new appliances, available
January 1. $350 per month,
security deposit required.
Water and trash paid. 3454010.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12-14
1 BR APT AVAILABLE FROM
JANUARY, $350.
FURNISHED, CALL DAVE 3481025 OR CONTACT CENTURY 21 AT 345-4489.

$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Free information
packet. Call 202-452-5942.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
For Rent
ATTENTION! ATTENTION!
Psychology, Sociology, Special
McArthur Manor Apartments. 2
Education, and other majors.
Gain valuable experience by Bedroom furnished. No pets.
Call 345-2231.
WORKING with adults and chil_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
dren with developmental disSPRING
SEMESTER. NEW 3
abilities. FLEXIBLE scheduling
BEDROOM DUPLEX BEING
for EVENING, NIGHT, and
BUILT 1/2 BLOCK FROM
WEEKEND shifts. Paid training
Night owls who like indepenCAMPUS. AVAILABLE JANdence and responsibility may is provided. Apply at: CCAR
Industries 825 18th St , UARY 1ST FOR 3 FE!MALES.
wish to take this opportunity to
820 LINCOLN ST. 348-7746.
earn money. Now hiring Mid· Charleston, IL 61920 E.O.E.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
8a.m. shift M-F to work with
All
new apt. mid-town Mattoon,
adults with developmental dis- Alpha House seeks motivated
people to work with individuals 2br. w/vauited ceiling, carpet,
abilities in a group home setwith developmental disabilities A.C., water, trash p.u. inc.
ting. Paid training p rovided.
$475 mo. Rel. 348-8406.
in a group-home setting.
Apply in person at Tull House,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
Excellent opportunity for those
1911 18th St., Charleston.
Rooms
for Rent-Women Only.
Spec. Ed, Psych, Thar
345-3552.
_ _ _ _ _ __ __1217 in
Next semester and Fall 99
Recreation, or related fields.
We provide the training if your Large House Fully Furn. 1blk
Third-shift availa b le on the
from union. $230.99 mo. Inc
weekends. Alpha House is provide the motivation. Apply
util & A/C,
House-345looking for a self-motivated,
at 1701 18th St. Charteston.
12114CRUISE SHIP EMPLOY- 5692/Pat Novak (630) 789responsible individual to work
3772.
M idnight-8 Friday and/or MENT-Workers earn up to
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
Saturday. Apply after 3 p.m. at $2,000+/month (wltips & beneS
PR ING SEMESTER 1 & 2
fits).
World
Travel!
Land-Tour
1701 18th Charleston. 345jobs up to $5,000-$7,000/sum- BEDROOM APARTMENTS IN
4224.
LDETOWNE. CALL 345- - - -- --,----1217 mer. Ask us howl 517-336- O
6533.
4235 Ext. C57381.
Pizza maker wanted part or full
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
time, apply in person after 4
- - - - - - ' - - - - 1 2 114
1
BR Apartment for 1 person.
Looking
for
career
minded
indip.m., Pagliai's, 1600 Lincoln,
viduals for sales positions. NO Available now or Dec/Jan thru
Charleston.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
COLD CALLING!! SALES July 1999. Modern bldg., furnished, ale, coin laundry, $350
LEADS PROVIDED!! Unique
GOING HOME FOR THE HOLper month plus elec. C21
IDAYS? If home is in Chicago opportunity for the right individ·
Wood, Jim Wood, 345-4489.
ual. Make money while still in
or the suburbs and a TOP PAY_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
ING OFFICE POSITION is college with little time output.
ONLY
1 LEFT!! Spring rental
what YOU want for your winter Established company. Benefits
break, call PAIGE PERSON- provided. Any major. Send onlyl Huge 2 BR apt. avail.
January. Quiet tenants onlyl
resume to: Human Resources
NEL SERVICES The Office
ABSOLUTELY NO PARTIES
Dept.,
P.O. Box 892,
Staffing Specialists. $8.50 arm .NO. P~S~~ .. ~u~t..s~~Jo,,
$15.00 PER..HQUR. ,,Ges1ei:al... Charleston,.11...61920.
.. "' .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12f14 ~ appr~orate-. Wastier/Dry&r·
Off1c~. R~ceptlt1n, eut'IOm~r ..
Hookups, central air, good locaHOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS?
Service,
Data
Entry,
tion, unfurnished. Lease and
NEED SOME CHRISTMAS
Accounting, Computer Projects
& Administrative. Immediate CASH?
CALL CAREERS security deposit required.
Trash included. Rent negofull-time, part-time day or USA! MAKE TOP $$$, GAIN
tiable. 345-6759 and leave a
EXPERIENCE & OFFICE
evening positions are available
message.
through our twelve convenient
SKILLS WORKING ON TEMP
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
locations: Skokie, Hinsdale, ASSIGNMENTS IN THE NW &
1 Br. apt available now. $350 a
Elmhurst, Rolling Meadows, W. SUBURBS OF CHICAGO.
month. Close to Campus +
Vernon Hills, Mundelein,
GREAT PAYlll CALL TODAY
Room.
Heidi.
Crystal Lake, Des Plaines, TO SCHEDULE AN INTER- Bonus
___
_ _345-6599
____
1214
VIEW847-843Orland Park, Elgin and Lisle.
2
BR
apartment
for
spring
Call toll free now from school or 2222::SCHAUMBERG OR 630semester. Quiet, safe location
visit
our
website
at 971-3333=LISLE. CAREERS
www.paigepersonnel.com or USA EMPLOYMENT SER· close to campus. Call CAMPUS RENTALS at 345-3100
VICES.
call 1-888-557-2443.
between 4 - 9 p.m.

ACROSS

The Daily [astern News

Classified Ad Form
Name: _________________

~

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Under Classiftcation o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use o n l y ) - - - - - - - - - - Person accepting ad_ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __

no. words/days
Payment

Q Cash

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

Cl Check

Cl Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ __

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student

0 Yes 0 No

Dates to run -- -- - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

1 Pitcher
5 Egyptian vipers
I TV's Pyle
14 Lose brilliancy
15 Shed. as skin
16 The "I" of IM
11 Nonstop
round-the-clock.
informally
20 Clement
Moore's "right
jollyoldelr
21 Watches for
22 - - longa, vita
brevis
24 Most optimistic
211 NASA's
Armstrong
31 Stumped
solvers'
requests

Brittany Ridge for school year
1999. Four bedroom for 5 people. 2 1/2 bath. W/D, dishwasher. $200 per person. 12
month lease. Great place. No
pets. 348-8886 - leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1218
Girls leasing for fall. 1,2, & 3
bedroom apartments. Also
house for 7 people. Call 3455048, 9 am - 5 pm.
------~-1218
One bedroom apartments for
1999 school year. All utilities
paid UnkJmis~. NO PETS!!
NO llAR'fl~~ll E:luijl, ~re
people only. Good'lo'Callm\.
$395/month. Call 345-6759
leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
2 bedroom fully furnished Apt.
2 blocks east of Old Main on
Lincoln. Available at end of fall
semester. Rent negotiable.
Call 345-8810.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12110
Fall 99, 5 bedroom, very close
to campus.
No pets.
$1125/month. 345-5037.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
1 room efficiency apt. (like a
dorm single) with kitchen and
bath. Small, efficient, reliable,
economical. 5 month. 2nd
semester lease available. $270
plus alee. C21 Wood, Jim
Wood, 345-4489.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
Available Spring Semester. 2
bet;lroom close to campus
Washer/Dryer.
No pets.
$400/month. 345-5037.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
2 bedroom fully furnished
apartment on Lincoln Ave.
Available January 99. Call
348-0157 for appointment.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114

a

Crunchy
sandwich
37 Raison-38 Start of a free
call
42 Dress lines
43 "No problem!"
44 Not a particular
45 From Santiago
to Buenos Aires
41 Cop'slD
41 Actual being
41 Olympian's
no-no
s1 Boston Red 13 Transcript
listings
I I Fire's start
IO Boeing plane
M Teheran
resident

~~"-I
-=+;:+.:~

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutiVe day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS

The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered li~lous or in bad taste.
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es Christie's "Death
on the--·
11 Mining locale
17 Trousers
u Sporty 60's cars
19 Ki~' winter
schoolday wish

DOWN
1 Newts in
transition
2 Trumpet sound
3 Genesis garden
4 Avis offenng
1 ·once in Love
With-"
1 Parlor seat
1 David Mamet's
·sp~d-the-

• Jeb of Bull Run
fame
• Essences

18 Road crew's
supply
11 Spanish streams
23 Lively old dance
25Epicfilm
screentul
26 Temptresses
21 Do so·s clothing
designs
28 Snare parts
29 Mr Hemingway
30 Thtnk creatively
32
bin ein
Berhner"
» Was aware of
M--

~~o..+;;-i

~~;;:.a.;:..1

It pays to advertise.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE
ONLY for any non·profit, campus organizational event. No
or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All clips
be submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE
NESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus
NOON by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WI
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any clip
Illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE
Clips may be edited for available space.

~=+~::.+.:~ 12 Before. once
..:..i.~.=...="-''-' 13 Skedaddled

~~,,;,.+.~"-!

On the square N-s1de, 4
beautiful apartment withlight & loft . Water, tra
heat incl. $215 each. Call
7733 or 856-3549.

PRSSA. Holiday Dinner on Monday, December 7. at 6:00
at Cody's Roadhouse. All members are invited to attend.
Dan if you have questions or need a ride! 348-1685
L ESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL & AL LIES UNION. Weekly
on Monday, December 7, at 8 p.m. in the Paris Room,
Union. We are voting on Safe Zone project tonight. All
should attend. Everyone welcome! Last meeting of semester.
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEX UAL & ALLIES UNION. Action
on Monday, December 7, at 7:00 p.m. in the Paris Room,
Union. All executive members need to attend. Safe Zone
cussion tonight.
DELTA SIGMA Pl. Meeting on December 7, at 5:30 p.m.
i.11ndU1 t::l~!lf7. Wear letters.
~ttxn.ANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION. Informal
on December 7, at 6:00 p.m. in Lumpkin Haffroom'-~....-PHI ALPHA ETA. Meeting on December 7, at 8:00 p.m. In
Alpha Phi house. If you cannot attend call 6718.
ALPHA EPSILON DELTA. Speaker on December 7, at
p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola Room, University Union. Learn
managed health care. All students encouraged to attend.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Mass on December 7, at 1
p.m. at the Newman Catholic Chapel. The Newman Chapel
the comer of 9th and Lincoln.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Women's Prayer Group
Monday, December 7, at 9:30 p.m. at the Newman Ca
Chapel. The Newman Catholic Chapel is on the corner of
and Lincoln.
STUDENT VOLUNTEER CENTER. Christmas Caroling
Monday, December 7, at 6:00 p.m. Meet at the Newman
(9th and Lincoln) at 6:00. Bring a friend!
HAB ITAT FOR HUMANIT Y. Board m~eting on Mo
D~mber 7, at 8:00 p.m. in the Shelbyville Room.
A LTERNATI V E SPRING BREAK. Committee meeting
December 7, at 9:00 p.m. in the Shelbyville Room. Bring l
ideas.
PHI GAMMA N U. Meetin~n December 7, at 6:00 P~
L(Jmpkfn Fiatr~21.: ~· :~ . ~ · :c:'"'~C .wcr. !:&vA !so::i .te ma
ORDER OF OMEGA. Initiation and meeting on Decembel'
9:30 p.m. at the Sigma Kappa House. Exec. members
meet at 9:00 p.m. Elections will be held after initiation.

- - - - - - - - - - _- 10 VH1
Not balanced
__.........._ ...., 11
rival

~....-+-"-!

New loft apartment. Three
three student apt. Avail
now. Central air Jenna1r
skylights. On the square
345-2702 or 345-9139.

CampusClips

2nd floor available in a nice
residential home. 2 BR apartment with loft space. Located
four blocks from campus.
Contact Jim at 345-5822.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
Storage as low as $30 per
month. 348-7746.

34 CCLVI doubled
31 Califorrna's Fort

For Rent

----miiiiiimilii5im.:i. . .m=;;.;:111ii~...c;~~~--------.;;;......~

64
67
Puzzle by Robert Dillm•n

a

·--the
season
37 Letters after
Daniel
Moynihan's
name
39 Newly formed
40Witch
41 Apphcattons
4101agonal
47Totaltng
48Kicksout
so Birdhfe
52 W.W. II agcy.

.

54 Passage out

55 Breakthrough
battle 1n
Normandy
57 Stratford's
stream
58 Completely fix
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Monday, December 7. 1998

Sell your Junk In the
Classltled$...ff's gotta be
worth somethln' to

f~ E~ucational Networkin~ Da~

someone/

Thursday, December 10, 1998

yjustread

1:4:00 p.m.

Network with recruiters from participating
School Districts in Grand Ballroom-Union

6-7:00 p.m.

Panel Discussion in Buzzard Auditorium
Topics-"Issues in Education" & "Tips for
th.€ Job Search"

The Daily
tern News.

Jerry's Pizza & Pub
Corner of 4th and Lincoln
345-2844
We accept Visa, Mastercard, and Discover on deliveries

All students and faculty welcome!
Sponsored by Career Seniice•
SSB-Rm. 13 581-2412
wwwJob1rv.eiu.edu

1"3M aA1

Classifiedadv~u~ng _ _ __

Sublessors

Roommates

Personals

Announcements

Announcements

________514

Female sublessor needed for
now/Spring '99. Own room in
house. 1528 2nd Street. Call
Michelle. 348-6248.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114

Female roommate needed for
Spring 99. Large 2 bedroom
apt. Close to campus. call
348-0652.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111

Make your graduation weekend
reservations for your Family at
Stix. Best Service In town.
345-7849.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _12111

Park apartment. Extra
n11SOnable.
345-9258
p.m. or 345-2416 before

Sublessor needed for house
Spring Semester. Own bedroom, own bathroom, . W/D.

FEMALE ROOMMATE Needed.
Spring '99.
University Court
apartments. Call 581-8034.

MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM
TAOPI TAN, 348-8263, 10
TANS FOR #25, INCLUDES
NEW
STANDUP
AND
SUPERBED.
~-------12114
Happy 21st Birthday Natashalll
It's about time! Have a great
dayl Love, Jennie.

I WANNA ROCKI GUITARIST
SEEKS BASS, KEYS, DRUMS,
& VOCALS TO FORM Leam
and Improve you grades!
Review for finals!
Math,
Physics, Statistics, Chemistry,
Engineering. Biology, all other
sciences, Business, many
Liberal Arts core courses.
Other disciplines. Group tutoring in lowacrty. 319-338-2251.
~----~--12114
#1 Spring Break Specials!
Book Early & Receive a Free
Meal plan! Csncun & Jamaica
$399, Bahamas $459, Panama
City $99. 1-800-234-7007.

EQUADOR SPRING BREAK.
March 11-22, Geography (3
credits). Visit Andes Mountains,
Ecuadorian Amazon, Volcanos,
Waterfalls, Indian markets. Est.
$1,250 + Alr + tuition. Call Dr.
Betty Smith 581-6340 or

_ _ _ _ _ _ 1219

,3, & 2 bedroom houses
new 2 bedroom
. Close to campus.

$225. Call 348-8601.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110

SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
SP. 99. Nice house close to
campus, very affordable. Call
345-8826 for information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Sublessors needed for three
bedroom house. Low rent and
utilities. Great Location. 345-

_ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
1999: NO LEASE,
FOOD,
UTILITIES,
RY
FURNISHED
FOR NS FEMALE.
FOR INTERVIEW. 345________ 12114

2 bedroom house with
and storage building.
and Dryer hookup.
January 1st. Call

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1218

5554.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12110

1 or two sublessors for cute
townhouse apartment starting
Spring Semester. 1st months
rent paid. Call 345-8869.

----~---1218

Male Sublessor Needed. Own
Bdrm in 2 bdrm house. Near
Campus. Rent $166/month.
Call 348-1426.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1219
Room for Rent, 3 other girls
share. Price negotiable. 348-

9285; Tara.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1218
Sublessor wanted Sp. 99. Own

For Sale
MTX speakers $100. Home
Theater $150. tumtable.stytus
$40. 348-1769/
-~------12114
Full computer system very
cheapll! Great for word processing and spreadsheet.
Software loaded. $35011 Call
345-6759 and leave a message.
~-------12114
1989 Nissan 240 SX, 5spd., 3
dr., Maroon, 96,000 miles.
$3,400. Good Condition. Call
348-6203 after 5:00p.m. Ask for
Josh.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217

1998 Yamaha Scooter. Good
condition. Low mileage. Runs
great. Must. $500 0.B.0. call
348-5624.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _12111

Congratulations
to
Kara
HilgenblJrg of AST on getting
nominated
for
Panhel
Secretary. Way to go!I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217

To the old Execs of AST, you
guys did a great job this past
year!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217

Announcements
Need cash. we buy used
CD's, cassettes, and video
games. Sound Source Music.
258-8919.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
CASH LOANS 345-3623. BuySell-Trade-Stereos, V.C.R.'s
T.V.'s, C.D.'s, Jewelry, etc.
COLES COUNTRY PAWN. 4th
and Madison.

www.endtesssummertours.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
PARTY! PARTY! At Riley
Creek Stables Booking now for
Spring Semester-Mardi Gras,
beach parties, and end of year
bashes. 348-1424. Coming in
March: PAINTBALU
~-------12114
Pre-law society elections Tues.
Dec. 7 & Weds. Dec. 8 submit
applications now with Dr. Leigh
of Jody.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217

Pre-law society banquet Dec. 8,
5:30 at Stix. Special awards
presented, tickets $12 contact
Dr. Leigh or Jody.

cfbes@eiu.edu.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114

SPRING BREAK '99. Student
Travel Services is America's #1
Student Tour Operator. Don't
book with anyone else until you
talk to us. Cancun from $599.
Jamaica from $399. Panama
City from $119. Daytona Beach
from $1'99.
Student Travel
Services.
1-800-649-4849.
www.ststravel.com.
On
Campus Contact: catherlne @
217-581-2607.
~-------12114
Need Apt. for 2nd Sem.? can
Dave at 348-9267 or 523-4962.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12110
Looking for the perfect x-mas
gift? MARY KAY REDUCTIONI
40"k OFF EVERYTHING. Call
Nikki 581-8034.

~-------1217

Running low on funds because
of the Holiday Season? Don't
get down. Sell your unwanted
items in the Dally Eastern News
Classified Section. Make your
ways to Buzzard to place your
ads today. It pays.

room, close to campus. Rent
$200/rnonth. Water and Trash
-i-l''!'t-~ Included- Cd Paul or Joe at
111
________12111
348-3310.
house for fall (sum_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1219

MATTRESS. Twin-set.
new. $100. 348-6611.

). $850 per month.
. Call 345-2730.
_ _ _ _ __ 12111
needed. Central
• washer/dryer. dish, 2 tun bathS. $166 per
Call 345-5123

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

llJllB-&-

IYmEPETERS

needed to sublease
2 bedroom apartment
EIU. Call CAMPUS
S
at
345-3100
4-9p.m.

Sublessor needed for Spring
'99. 4 bedroom house. own
bedroom, really nice, fully furnished.
Near campus .
$200/month. Call 345-1233.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
1 bdrm. Apt. to Sublet w/balcony. Great location (across
from Old Main). H20 paid. Avail
Sp. '99. (309) 686-9268.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1218

Quite

Sublessor needed for Spring.
Own room in house next to
campus. W/D $230. Call Thad
0 348-6602.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
Sublessor needed for Spring

99. Share house with 5 others.

Own room. Water, electric and
last month paid.

Call Tris at
348-8278. .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114

_ _ _ _ _ 12114

12111
needed for Spring
2 bedroom apartlocation. Low utilcentral air, rent
345-6759 leave

m.

~----12/14

2 Sublessors needed. Low utilities. Close to campus. Own
bedroom. $170.00 per month.
'Call Tlna 345-9210 and leave a
message.

Roommates
Female Roommate needed for
Spring 99 in Brand New 7th St.
Apts. Low Rent. Call 345-

6863.
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Panther swim teams sweep at St. Loui
By Todd Schreiber
Staff writer

The Eastern swim teams shook
off the rust from their extended
Thanksgiving break to travel to St
Louis this weekend.
The Panthers came away with a
sweep of the Billikens. the women
winning 157-85 and the men talcing a 136-100 decision.
Although both squads were hit
with injuries that trimmed their
rosters, coach Ray Padovan moved
people into the right spots to come
away with the wins. The victories

moved the men's team to 2-3 in
dual-meet competition on the season. while the women upped their
record to 3-2 on the year.
The men's team was paced by
double-winner Nick Schmidt. The
sophomore won in both the 500yard and 1000-yard freestyle
events. The Panthers also captured
major points by taking the top
three spots in two events.
The 200-yard freestyle was the
first sweep, as Bill O'Brien, Dave
Hood and Jason LeSatz finished
one-two-three.
The Panthers then swept 100-

~port~

back-to-bad games for the first
time this season, are 4-2 since
saartiog 0-7 and have never lost to
the (]agers (5-8) in six meetings.
Terrell Fletcher ran for a awerhigh 122 ~ and threw an awkward touchdown ~ on a halfback option for the Cllargers.

falcons continue
winning ways over
Indianapolis

Biiis 33, ..... 20
CINCJNNATI (AP) - Doug Autie
and &ic Moulds hooked up on a
70-yard touchdown that changed
momentum late in the first half,
then put Buffalo in control with a
30-yard TD connection early in the
fourth quarter.
The Bills (8-5) got their eighth
win in 10 games and remained in
the thick of the AFC East race by
picking apart the NFL's lowestrated defense in front of thousands
of disgruntled fans.

Falcons 28, Colts 21
ATLANTA (AP) - Chris Chandler,
sidelined last week with a sprained
right ankle, ran for one touchdown
and threw for two more as the
Falcons rallied from 14 points
down to win their sixth :straight
game, 28-21 over the Indianapolis
Colts on Sunday.
Chandler shook off five sacks to
complete 20-of-28 for 297 yards,
his best game in two years with
Atlanta The NFC West-leading
Falcon.-; (l l-2). who tr.Uled 14-0
and 21-7, went~ by scoiing
three touchdowns in just over a
three-minute span al the end of the
first half and heginning the second

Saints 22, Cowboys 3
NEW ORLEA.t"lS (AP) - Keny
Collins threw touchdown~ of
4 and 89 yards, and the Saint'> h<!Jd
Dallas to 182 yards. The victory
kept the Saints (6-7). who lost
seven of their previous nine game.
alive in the NFC playoff race. The
loss prevented the Cowboys (8-5)
from clinching a playoff berth.
Troy Aikman passed for only
192 yards and was sacked twice by
the Saints. Emmitt Smith was held
to six yards on 15 canies.

Redskins 24, Chargers 20
LANDOVER. Md. (AP) - Trent
Green found Leslie Shepherd wide
open in the right comer of the end
zone for the winning 20-yard
touchdown with 1:54 left.
The catch was set up by an 18yard pass to Chris Thomas and a
17-yard punt rerum by Brian
Mitchell, who also ran back a kickoff 101 yards for a touchdown in
the first half.
The Redskins (4-9). winning

Jagums 37' lions 22
JACKSONVILLE. Aa (AP) Jamie Martin, who entered the
game after Marie Brunell was
injured on the second play, threw a
67-yard touchdown ~on his
second attempt and finished with

Sophomore Karina Freer registered two victories on the day.
Freer edged teammate Nancy
Williams in the 50-yard freestyle
event.
She then led a sweep of the
100-yard freestyle event. with
Williams and senior Andrea Peters
finishing second and third.
The team also got two victories
from junior Amber Aurit, who won
the 100-yard backstroke event.
Aurit also finished first in the Lady
Panthers' sweep of the 200-yard
individual medley event Peters
and freshman Jessica Kaatz round-

yard butterfly event. Joe Deluca
led the charge, with Kevin Holben
and Luke Porritt taking the next
two spots.
.
The Panthers started the meet
by winning the 200-yard medley
relay event. The Panthers also got
victories from Patrick Johnson in
the lOO-yard backstroke and Scott
Burris in the three-meter diving
event.
The Lady Panthers had the
meet well in hand from the beginning. The team's relay teams were
ooce again a strong point, as they
won both relays on the day.

ed out the sweep.
Senior Jessica Stowell also
tributed a victory for the
beating out sophomore
Dore in the 100-yard
The two dominated the race,
ishing five seconds in front
Louis' nearest finisher.
Christine Przybylski
out the victories for the team.
turing the 200-yard freestyle.
teammate Stephanie Freer
ing second.
1be team will next
Saturday, traveling to swim
Millikin University.
for scores and Miami turned m
first-half turnovers into 24 pom
remain tied for the AFC F.ac leld.
Thomas and Jones ecdl bad
anocber interception in the second
half and the Dolphins had a lea
record-tying six overall, raising
their NR..-leading total to 26 dis
season. Miami also sacked
Hollas eight times.

228 yards to lead Jacksooville over

fourth-down play with 20 scooods

Detroit

left.

Fred Tuylor ran for a teamrccord 183 yards to surpm the
l ,COO-yard mart as lbc Jaguars
(10-3) all but clinched a playoff
spot and rooved three games ahead
of the Pittsburgh Steelers in the
AFC Central.

Although replays showed
Testavcrde didn't reach the end
woe, a toocbdown was signaled
after a long delay, giving the Jets
(9-4) their sixth straight home victory and keeping them ~ the

Pab lots 23, Steelers 9

Slants 23, Cmdmals 19

PITTSBURGH (AP) - Drew
Bledo;oe. playing in pain. threw an
86-yard TD pass to Terry Glenn,
who finished with a team-record
193 receiving yards for New
England.
Bledsoe, who led the Patriots to
last-second victories the previous
two weeks despite a broken index
finger on his throwing hand, was
21-of-34 for 327 yards and overcame three interceptions that had
backup Scott Zolak warming up
late in the third quarter.

TEMPE, Ariz. (AP) - Charles Way

Oilers 16, Ravens 14

scored the go-ahead touchdown in
the third quarter and Brad Daluiso
kicked three field goals as the New
York Giants damaged Arizona's
playoff hopes. The Giants (5-8),
who had lost four of their previous
five games, beat the Cardinals (67) for the fourth straight time and
seventh time in their last eight
meetings.
The loss dropped Arizona into a
tie with New Orleans in the race
for the final NFC wild-card spot
The Cardinals have never made the
playoffs since moving to Arizona
prior to the 1988 ~ ~

NASHVIl.LE, Tenn. (AP) -Al
Greco kicked three field goals.
including two 48-yardexs, as
Tennessee broke a two-game losing skid.
The Oilers (7-6) had to hold
one last comeback bid by
Baltimore's Jim Harbaugh. He
moved the Ravens (5-8) 80 yards
and hit Aoyd Turner with a 2().
yard touchdown pass wilh 1:46
to make it 16-14.

Broncos 35, Chiefs 31

IOWA CITY, Iowa (AP) these little December toun1811111
on your home court are
be easy.
For this year's Ha
Invitational, Iowa invited
South Alabama and Gonzagateams that played either in
NCAA or NIT post season
ments last year.
The Hawkeyes had no
dismantling South Alabama
on Friday, but Saturday's title
versus Detroit was another
Iowa (5-1) won the
onship for the 16th time in 17
and ran its record to 33-1, !he
loss coming to Arkansas

AFCEm

49ars 31, Pmdtas 28, OT
"'CHARLOITE; N.C. (AP) - Six

day:s after losing tackle Bryant
Young for the sea:son with a broken
leg, San Francisco blew a 21-point
lead in the final 16 minutes of regulation before defeating Carolina
in overtime.
A Carolina fumble set up Wade
Richey's 23-yard field goal on San
Francisco's first possession of the
extra period, securing a victory tha1
assures the 49ers of at least a wild- card berth in the playoffs.

DENVER (AP) - John Elway
drove his team to two touchdowns
in the final 6:48, rallying the
unbeaten Broncos to a victory over
the Kansas City Chiefs.
Denver. which overcame
deficits of 14-0, 21-7 and 31-21,
became only the third 13-0 team in
NR.. history, joining the 1934
Chicago Bears and 1972 Miami
Dolphins.

Jell 32, Seahawb 31

Dolphins 'll, Raiders 17

EAST RUTIIERFORD, NJ . (AP)
- Vinny Testaverde passed for 418
yards and two TDs and ran for the
winning score on a disputed

OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) -

Linebackers Zach Tho~ and
Robert Jones returned inten:eptions
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H OLID AY HELP WANTED
m some ex tra cash over Christmas Break! W e have hundred
of positions available in retail sales and ham processing.
$6. 70/hr. No Experience Necessary.
Just call T ODAY and ask for the manager at:
Rolling Meadow•
VIiie Perk
Morton Grove
Naperville
8159 Cicero Ave, Chicago
Bloomingdale
Harwood Height•
Broadview
lndlanapolla, IN
Ft. W.Y.,., IN

(847)981-9795
(630)834-7752
(847)470-0128
(630)955-0550
(773)581-0110
(630)894-5691
(708)867-3742
(708)344-7288
(317)253-8700
(219)438 7914

•
•

•

•

8
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President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
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Housing
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e~s
~ Jody Pauley
April Carretta
Julie Budde
..._'- Melissa Mikus
Meg Finley
hor

in Hennig
cky Smith
Sharon Houlihan
Jessica Sanford
Shanon O'Keefe
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nnessee, Flordia State to decide national championship
By the Associated Press
liege football has the national utle
fans want to see every season · No.
No. 2. And this lime it will be Tennessee
· Stare in the Fiesta Bowl. It took a
Salurday of upsets, but when the re,uJts
mthere .,., as really no need for computcprtilcs and strength of schedule:; after
biggest loser in the maneuvering \Vas
4 Kan~as State ( 11-1 ). The Wildcats lost
A&M 36-33 in double overtime in the
12 title game and lost out on a $12 million
by not being included in the Bowl
·onship Series mix.
biggest winner turned out to be No. 7
which despite losses to Tennessee and
State was selected because it will help
te Orange Bowl by bringing tens of thouof fans.
lhe final BCS standings. which uses a
· cd formula of polls, computers and

strength-of-schedule. the Volunteers and
Seminoles came out a clear 1-2 on Sunday and
were invited to play in the Fiesta Bowl on Jan.
4. where the national title will be on the line.
In the other BCS matchups. it's No. 5
UCLA (10-1) vs. No. 9 Wisconsin (10-1) in
the Rose Bowl, No. 7 Florida (9-2) vs. No. 18
Syracuse (8-3) in the Orange Bowl and No. 3
Ohio Stntc (10-1) vs. No. 8 Tcxn.'> A&M (112) in the Sugar Bowl.
Ohio State (10-1) might ha\'C been left out
of the BCS picture if either UCLA or K-State
had won on Saturday. Bue the Bruins lost, too,
beaten 49-45 by Miami and knocked out of the
national title picture. UCLA. though. still gets
the trip to Pasadena as the Pac- I 0 champion.
In The Associated Press' final regular-season poll, Tennessee was the unanimous No. l
choice with Florida State a solid No. 2; in the
USA Today/ESPN coache.,' poll, the Vols
Y.ere a oear-unanimou.<; No. 1 pick and the
Seminoles a strong No. 2.
The BCS standings Y.ere created this sea-

•
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"We got the ball in to Merv a cou4' times. but we need to gel scorfan inside," Samuels said.
flmer centers Mike Shaver and
Sharp, along with forward
Hibbler, fi nished with two
each. Senior Jack Owens'
· woes continued as he shot
10 from the field, and finished
five points.
For the third straight game
was out rebounded by the
1. as Austin Peay pulled
37 rebounds to the Panthers 28.

Southeast Missouri
Murray State
Middle Tennessee
Morehead State
Tennessee State
Tennessee-Martin
Austin Peay
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Eastern llllnois

2-0
1-0
1-0
1-1

1-1
1-1
1-1
0-1
0-1

0-2

Second

o..iit"
4-2
5-0
2-5
3-3
3-3
3-5
2-4
1-3
1-4
3-3

Sllurdly'•,......

Alllllll,..,I0,~ . . 17

Mi.my Stlll 108. ~ KlnM:iy 66
lolar1llMd S1l!e 74 T9•- Mll1ln 8'
l.ld:lt T - 67, T..,,_ Tech 5e
~ Mmcul Slale 10, T-5111149

Don Pool and Rob Serio. who
ended their run at 3-2.
"Pool, Anderson and Serio all
wrestled well," McCausland said.
"Josh Turyna, who is a freshman,
also had an outstanding day."
Combes, who came into the
season ranked seventh in the
nation, suffered his first loss of the
year but is not hanging his head
one bit.
"It kind of takes the pressure off
of
Combes said. "Sure, I'd
have liked to have taken first, but I
learned from the loss. and it will

me:·

deserved to be there ba.'it!d on all the criteria.
We want to create I vs. 2 . TI1e others are up
to the individual bowls."
The Fiesta Bowl in Tempe, Ariz., was the
site of the last l-2 matchup in a postseason
game. ln the '96 Fiesta. a No. l Nebraska won
the national title with a 62-24 rout of a No. 2
Florida It will also marks the 12th time No. l
played No. 2 in a bowl game. Top-ranked
teams have won six times.
"We have been a resilient team all season
and we've found a way to get it done," Vols
coach Phillip Fulmer said after he watched
UCLA and Kansas State lose before his team
had all it could handle before beating
Mississippi State. ''We've been on the edge of
playing in a national championship game. and
now we have a chance to do it."
Ohio State coach John Cooper. whose
Buckeyes were ranked No. 1 until losing to
Michigan State 28-24 on .Nov. 7, said his team
was just as qualified as Florida State to play in
the Fiesta

definitely make me better."
A concern of McCausland was
the loss of focus at times.
He said the team was not as
consistent as he would like, as
there were times of high intensity
and then times when concentration
was broken.
This loss of concentration
might have occurred because of
the way the tournament was conducted. The competition began at
9 a.m., and the Panthers didn't finish until 10 p.m.
"It was kind of hard to keep
focus when the tournament went
so long," Combes said. "There was
a time when I had to wait five
hours between my matches."
'This was the poorest run tour-

'I
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Ten

ccd.

Tennessee-Martin
lddle Tennessee
Southeast Missouri
Mtin Peay
Tennessee State
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Morehead State
Murray State
&stem Illinois

,,..,..,

2-0
1-0
1-0
1-0
1-1
1·1
0-1
0-1
0-1

4-2
4-1
5-2
1-5
4-3
2-3
2-3
1·3

0-2

1-5

(Hi

Saturday's games

,I t
Aultin Peay JO Eastel'.ft lllinoJs 59
Eastern Kentucky 83, Murray State 71
Tem.·Martin 91, Morehead Slaten
MiddleTennessee 74, Tenn. Tech 63
Southeast Missouri 63, Tenn.State 48

Peay games. turnovers were not a
big problem for the Panthers.
"We're not scoring enough like
we have the potential to do," Allen
said. "We need to put in new
offenses and run them."
Confidence will only be
increased if the Panthers start 10
win. Klein felt the team has been
improving. They stayed in the
game the whole way and were e\ en
able to dL>crcase the Lady Go., 's
lead within fi\e points at the scan of
the second half.
..Wcj~st couldn't break the I0P\S\\lt barn"& aft r'ITuirig inlife first
half." Klein said.
With the young back court still
working out some of the problems,
the positives are what KJein said he
will be stressing to the team.

!Ifie UnweJUitlJ Unio.n
g{aiJt Sato.n

15 and ~ 6
lJOW' comdenhnce. W£ will 6e
~a. 23 - Jan. 5.
will ~,en Jan. 6 and

Will 6e

op,en ~a.

~~~4Ue'Uj~ ~

and
att a6undan.t tU?W tµa1t!
JUhn. • 4UJ&.tf~

nament I think I vc ever been at,"
McCausland said "Russow wrestled three match ·s in less than an
hour."
''We realize that all the teams
were in the same boat as us with
how the touman1ent was run,"
Combes said. "\Ji can't blame
that for some of the\>sses. We just
have to keep working hard and do
the best we can eve!)' time we step
on the mat."
Overall, the team was happy
with its efforts, and now turns its
focus to a dual meet against
Marquette on December 12.
"Everyone wrestled very well
against some great competition,"
Combes said. "I'm proud of
everyone on this team."

J?ePaul to play
No. 2 Maryland

lDVC Woes

~~. If ~--,.
WOMEN'S

ccd.

son to set up a No. I ., s. No. 2 match up and
incorporated the Associated Press· media poll.
the coaches' poll. three computer ratings.
strength-of-schedule and the number of losses
into the process of picking the top two teams.
Tennessee finished with 3.47 points - I
point for poll average, 1.67 points for computer ranking, 0.80 for the 20th-toughest schedule
and zero points for losses.
Florid:\.~late, in fourth place last week.
jumped ahead of UCLA and Kansas State
with 4.91 points - 2 points for poll average.
1.75 for computer ranking. 0.16 for the fourthtoughest schedule and 1 for a loss.
Kansas State was a distant third, with 9.96
points - 4 for poll average, 3.00 for computer
ranking. 1.96 for the 49th-toughest schedule
and I for a loss.
Ohio State was fourth with 10.37 points
and UCLA was fifth with 10.90 points.
"1 feel Y.C arrived at rwo tremendously
qualified teams to be ranked 1-2.'' BCS chairman Roy Kramer said Sunday. "They

Deanna Mcintyre I Photo editor
Guard Colleen McShane brings the ball up against a defender from Western
Illinois. The Panthers lost 70-59 at Austin Peay Saturday evening.

WASHINGTON (AP)
Lance Wtlliams had 19 points and
15 rebounds as DcPaul beat
George Washington 87-79
Sunday to set up a meeting with
No. 2 Maryland in the finals of
the BB&T Cla~sic.
Willie Coleman scored 17
points for the Blue ~moos (5-l},
who never tr..Ulcd after the opening seven minutes in recording
their fifth straight victory. DcPaul
is off 10 its best stan since the
1993-94 season. when it won 10
of its first 11 games.
1be Blue Demons' onl)' loss
was against then No. l 8 New
Mexico.
Now DcPaul faces an even
tougher test in unbeaten
Maryland, which advanced to
Monday night's championship
game with a 62-00 victory over
No. 5 Stanford.

Martin Luther King, Jr.University Union

BOOKSTORE
Tie the Season for our
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Road woes continue for Panthe
Austin Peay's bal
wears down East
in 80-67 loss

Aldrich scores over
30 points in third
consecutive contest

By David Pump

By Kristin Rojek

Associate sports editor

Staff writer
With the second conference game for the
women's bm.kelball team behind them, they
\\Cre left \\1th their second defeat this time
coming agru ·"t Austin Peay Saturday night
with a 70-59 1oss. This gives Easlern a bruising record , •f 0-2 in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
..We play'->d bener than our Thursday
nighl game, but we still have a lot of work
offensively 10 do, especially in execution;·
head coach John Klein said.
The Panlhers didn't have enough time in
the game 10 catch up. Junior center Leah
Aldrich played her third game over 30 points
and was the only Panther to score in double
digits. Junior Emily Allen was the next highest scorer for Eastern with nine points.
"We have problems leading the games,"
Allen said. 'The shooters have to get more
shots and the back court needs to score more
to win the game."
The back court still struggled in Saturday
night's game. Sophomore guards Colleen
McSbane and Renee Schaul combined for
nine points. McShane connected with 2 of 9
and Schaul made good on 2 of 7 attempts.
"The back court needs to get the ball
inside to Leah, who is haring a tremendous
season," Klein said. •rniey need more scoring and better execution offensively."
For Austin Peay, this was its first conference victory of the season. Sophomore
Tiffany McCarley led the Lady Govs with 18
points, followed by Quinn Sullivan with 15
points. In the second half, they made more
than half their free throw shots, making 13 of
20.
Aldrich also lead in steals for the Panthers
with two of the team's five. The Panther's 19
turnovers was comparative to previous
games, placing their offense still behind their
defense. McShane was also a contributor for
the Panthc
ith three assists and one steal.
Klein i.
I! doesn't feel the number of
turnovers has been the major problem, but
instead the type of turnovers and when they
made them is \\hat hurts the team. He feels
that in both the Tennessee State and Austin

See WOES Page 11

Playing on the road is bard enough;
play one of the toughest team in the
ence makes it twice as hard to come
with the victory.
Eastern\ men·s basketball team
to be the case as it fell Saturday
Austin Peay.
"Our kids are giving us a solid
they made some plays and we c
vcrt at the other end... Eastern bead
Samuels said. "Austin Peay played
well."
With the game tied at (i() with 2:40
play, Austin Peay (2-4, 1-1) took
Trenton Hassell, who had a doubl
points and 14 rebounds, and Nick
took control for the Governors. S
a clutch three-pointer, and Hassell put
rebound and converted a free throw
Austin Peay a 66-60 lead.
Eastern tried to answer, but the
shooting of Stapleton and Scott
shot a combined 7 of 9 from behind
kept Austin Peay a step ahead.
Panther sophomore Greg Ktistou
a spark off the bench scoring a career
points in the loss.

"I am Yi:o' pl~ JP~
to break out of it." Samuels

Lacey Buldosik I Staff photographer
Freshman Luke Sharp goes up for a dunk in the Panthers' win against Indiana State at home.
Eastern lost to Austin Peay 80-67 Saturday evening in Clarksville.

m. ~

smd Ol

performance.
Ktistou scored 12 points in the
and cut the lead to two with 3:30 left
Tue backup point guard finished me
from the field, and he connected aD
throw attempts.
The two conference losses marks
time since the 1993-94 season
Panthers started 0-2 in league play.
"Our kids wilJ continue to play
are two of the three toughest teamS
conference," Samuels said. "Unfi
was against them on our first road •
Panther guard Kyle Hill led all
with 19 points, and forward
chipped in 12 points, but Austin Peay
players in double di~ts. S
points; Combs came off the bench
17 points; Jerome Jackson added
and Mike Head finished with 1

See LOSS Page 11

Combes places second at Northern Iowa Op
By Jason Randall
Staff writer

Chad Merda I Staff photographer
A Panther wrestler competes against a wrestler from Miami of Ohio. Eastern was led by Tom Combes at the Northern Iowa Open, who finished in
second place. i=listern next will be at home on Jan. 21 against Purdue.

In a tournament featuring two of the
top three ranked wrestling teams in
Minnesota, Eastern proved that it
alongside anyone. as winning records
by 8-of- l 0 Panthers Saturday at the N
Open in Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Ea-;tem's top wrestler on the day,
Combes, went 5-1 and placed
Duggan placed fourth, with a 3-2
Russow was 6-1 and placed fifth.
Denico placed sixth with a + 1 record·
nament.
Head coach Ralph McCausland
'<ery happy with the performance.
'This wa.-. a tremendously s
ment for us," McCausland said. '1'bele
initely many strong points for us."
Other Panthers who dido't place
ished with a winning record on the day
Turyna and Ryan Anderson, both at 4-2.

See SEcm Page 11

